
How can this lecture go from 

this…                       to this? 



Pompeii 







Karl Brullov, The Last Day of 

Pompeii (1830-33)  
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Re-erection of the obelisk on Saint Peter's Square in 1586. The Egyptian obelisk dates to 

the 13th century BC, and was moved to Rome in  AD 37 to stand in the Circus of Nero. 

The obelisk reaches 131 feet. The Vatican obelisk is notable for being the second largest 

standing obelisk and the only one that remained standing since 1st erected. 

• Domenico Fontana (1543 –1607) was a 

Swiss-born Italian architect of the late 

Renaissance.  

 



Queen Maria Amalia of Saxony-Poland  

• Naples was ruled by the Austrian Habsburgs from 1707 
until 1734, when the Bourbon dynasty took the city by 
force. Charles VII was crowned king of Naples and Sicily 
(rules 1734–59; later Charles III, king of Spain, rules 
1759–88). A European interest in all things antique, 
inspired by illustrated publications of the archaeological 
findings at Herculaneum and Pompeii occurred now. The 
classical motifs found on excavated wall paintings from 
Pompeii, and the looming presence of Vesuvius, made a 
substantial impact on young artists. These images and 
ideas would eventually usher in the nineteenth-century 
movements of Neo-Classicism and Romanticism.  



Amalia was a very cultivated woman, introducing 

the production of porcelain to Naples 



Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717 - 1768) was German art historian and archaeologist. He was a 

pioneering Hellenist who first articulated the difference between Greek, Greco-Roman and Roman art. 

He was a decisive influence on the rise of the Neo-classical movement during the late 18th century.  



Pompeii Plan with Insulae 

Forum, Theatrum, Amphitheatrum, Palaestra, Pistrinum. Fullonica, Thermae/Balneae 



Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 1749 –1832) was a German polymath. Goethe's works 

span the fields of poetry, drama, literature, theology, Humanism, science, and painting.  



Robert Adam 

1728-1792 



Osterley Park, London  



Details for Derby House in 

Grosvenor Square,  





Robert Adam 

• Robert Adam(b. Kirkcaldy, Fife 1728; d. London, England 1792)  

• Robert Adam was born in Kirkcaldy, Fife in 1728. Often considered 
Scotland's most famous architect, Adam became a leader of 
classical revival in England for both architecture and interior 
decoration. His designs are particularly notable for their lavish use of 
color.  

• Robert Adam was an eclectic who depended as much on good 
business sense as on his personal design innovations. His designs 
incorporated light, color, and detailed ornamentation. To generate 
his style he adapted motifs from classical antiquity, Italian, French 
and Renaissance influences and abstracted them into a personal 
style.  

• Adam's most unusual designs were based on “Etruscan” vase 
decorations. The Etruscan Dressing Room at Osterley Park, 
Middlesex (1775-1776) is the only substantial survivor of eight such 
designs.  







The painted ornaments on the walls and ceilings 

are the work of Pietro Maria Borgnis, working for 

Adam.  



Josiah Wedgwood (1730 –1795, was an English potter, credited with 

the industrialization of the manufacture of pottery.  



Etruria Hall, the family home 

in north central England.  





Jasper Ware 

• With changes in architectural styles and the rise in 
popularity of Neo-classical styles of interior decoration, 
Josiah Wedgwood began a series of experiments to 
create a new ceramic material that would complement 
the new fashions. Thousands of meticulously recorded 
experiments were carried out to make a stoneware body 
that was capable of taking a mineral oxide stain 
throughout. The search for the Jasper body absorbed 
much of Wedgwood’s energy and time, the result being 
his most important contribution to ceramic history. 

• The majority of the actual trials were carried out between 
December 1772 and December 1774 



A type of fine-grained, unglazed stoneware introduced by the English potter Josiah Wedgwood in 1775 

as the result of a long series of experiments aimed at discovering the techniques of porcelain.  

The name derives from the fact that it resembles the natural stone jasper in its hardness.  



Sir William Douglas Hamilton, (1730 –1803) was a Scottish diplomat, 

antiquarian, archaeologist and vulcanologist.  



Lady Emma 

Hamilton 

1765-1815 



Lady Hamilton as a Bacchante, by Marie Louise Élisabeth Vigée-

Lebrun, 1790–1791. Vesuvius is in the background.  



George Romney’s Circe 



Emma Hamilton and Lord Nelson 

• The Hamiltons cared for the wounded Nelson 
after the Battle of the Nile in 1798, and Emma 
and Nelson became lovers in 1799 during the 
highly charged events surrounding the French 
invasion of Naples. They all returned to England 
as a 'ménage à trois' in 1800, Nelson ruthlessly 
abandoning his wife at this time. In mid-1801, 
after his and Emma’s illegitimate daughter 
Horatia was born in secret, he bought Merton 
Place, in Surrey. Nelson, Emma and Sir William 
shared Merton Place until Sir William’s death in 
1803 (in his own London house).  



Monticello 



Thomas Jefferson 



Dining Room 







This lecture has taken us 

from the eruption of Pompeii 

to the recent eruptions of  

Nick Nolte! 


